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sailing above her proper course, and her
luff had not affected PW because PW
2019/20
had voluntarily widened the distance
It was a disappointing month with between the two boats. You are on the
light winds, a torrential downpour on protest committee; how would you
October 19, and no wind on the 26th.
decide this?
The results for October were:
Chiquita (Ron Badley)
44.7 Points
Carol Ship Parade
Termerity (John Verver)
42.5
“
This year’s Carol Ship Parade will be
Peregrine (David Twentyman) 41.4 “ held on Friday, December 20. If the
Infidel (Dale Kerfoot)
40.1 “
weather does not cooperate then it will
Imagine (Alain Catteau)
37.8 “
be postponed to the following evening.
Following the parade around the
Next Pub Meeting
harbour we will once again be having a
We shall be holding the next Pub dock party at a location which will be
gathering after the race on November 9, announced in December.
at the Grasshopper Pub.
It would be nice to see as many boats
If any members, who are not racing, as possible from the GBSC taking part
would like to attend, we should be there in this fun parade.
around 3:00 pm.
! Winter Race Series

Race Quiz # 23

Two 30-foot boats, PW (a windward
boat) and PL (a leeward boat), are
sailing downwind on port tack. Boat PL
becomes overlapped to leeward of Boat
PW from clear astern and the boats are

Video Night

The second Video night will be held
on Wednesday, November 20.
The
venue will once again be the Legion, in
Madeira Park. Please arrive around
5:30 so that we can start at 6:00 pm.
We will not be holding a session in
December, but will start again in
January.

Answer to Quiz # 23

Boat PL is penalized for breaking rule
17, On the Same Tack; Proper Course.
Because she became overlapped to
leeward from clear astern within two
lengths of PW. PL is required to sail no
higher than her proper course while she
remains overlapped and within two
ten feet apart. During the overlap, PW lengths of PW, unless she passes astern
repeatedly reminds PL not to sail above of PW. By sailing above her proper
PL’s proper course, to which PL course, PL breaks rule 17.
responds each time, “I’m sailing my
proper course.” PW then luffs, moving
Skipper’s Profile
30 feet away from PL. PL responds by
John Verver
luffing to within ten feet of PW. PW
I started racing Mirror dinghies in
hails “Protest!” and flies her protest flag.
the UK as an eleven year old, when
In the hearing, PL testifies that during
winter sailing sometimes meant
the time she was luffing she had been

breaking the ice on a reservoir near
Cheddar Gorge, in the UK, and getting
a touch of hypothermia after capsizing.
After this slightly gruelling introduction
to sailing, everything else seemed pretty
painless and led to sailing on a variety
of racing dinghies, including a
Redwing, Marauder and an Osprey on
the muddy and extremely tidal Bristol
Channel. For a few years, I helmed in
my university’s Firefly match-racing
team, learning the intricacies of racing
rules and strategies – most of which are
now long forgotten.
While still a student I spent several
summers in the Isles of Scilly, 30 miles
southwest of Land’s End in Cornwall,
racing an Enterprise and sailing a 23’
Seafarer in the open Atlantic seas,
getting a taste for offshore and coastal
sailing. This led to my crewing on a
200’ Norwegian 3-master, “Sorlandet”,
in a challenging Tall Ships race from
Amsterdam to Kristiansand in Norway,
(going far aloft for the first time in gale
force winds), as well as cruising the
North Sea and Baltic in a classic 42’
Van de Stadt ketch.
Moving to Vancouver in 1980 meant
arriving in a coastal sailing paradise. I
raced in English Bay for a few years,
sailing Lasers and crewing on Martin
242’s. After meeting Sue (my wife), we
owned a series of boats in which we
explored the BC islands and coast – a
Catalina 27, an Ontario 32 and a semicustom Queenship 46, “Equanimity”.
During my semi-retirement years we
sailed Equanimity for many months at
a time, exploring remote and beautiful
places up and down much of the BC
coast, as well as on the west coast of
Vancouver Island.
Over the years I also managed to
expand my offshore experience in a
couple of Vic-Maui races, onboard a
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Beneteau 393 and a Hans Christian 48.
In between these two races I also took
part in the southern ocean’s leg of the
Clipper Round-The-World Race. The
Clipper experience included several

helmsman and co-navigator on the boat
sponsored by Nova Scotia, provided
plenty of big sea challenges and
excitement – including a difficult manoverboard incident and getting knocked
flat in a hurricane strength squall a few
days southeast of the Cape of Good
Hope.
We sold Equanimity and moved to
Garden Bay a few years ago, with an
initial plan to be boatless for a while –
as Sue had realized that although she
enjoyed aspects of the cruising life, the
actual sailing bit was just not for her.

weeks of training and preparatory races
around the coasts of the UK and
Northern Europe. During one of the
preparatory races in the North Sea, I
was a watch leader on one of the
Clipper 68 fleet when we encountered
storm force winds of 60+ knots, which
did a lot to help provide some
reassurance that a good boat and welltrained crew can handle almost
anything. The 5,500 mile southern
ocean’s leg race, on which I was a

My favourite boat after all these
years? Definitely Equanimity, which
was a good-looking boat designed for
fast and comfortable long-distance
cruising (which was the plan for a
while …) and was a surprisingly easy
boat to single-hand, even in heavy
West Coast conditions. And, running
second is now little Te-mer-i-ty. She
has proven to be mainly a lot of fun,
with just a bit of earlier frustration
while lear ning a few of her
idiosyncrasies, and then the recent
pleasant surprise that repainting the
hull bottom really can make quite a
difference (duh!).
Thank you John, that is quite the
resumé, and very humbling. We will
no longer have any sympathy for how
fast you go!

Happy Halloween!
David Ll. Twentyman

This plan lasted for a few months, until
I noticed a J/24 for sale in Powell River.
The temptation was too strong to resist
and, after bringing Te-mer-i-ty down to
Garden Bay, I saw a small fleet of boats
racing around Pender Harbour and,
just for the heck of it, followed them
around one Saturday afternoon. This
caused someone in the Club (thanks,
Claus!) to wonder why this little boat
was lurking around, which in turn led to
an invitation to join the Club and the
regular races.
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